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Magnificent Monochrome
By Christine Cook

Monochrome photography has experienced
its ups and downs in
popularity over the years
but I believe it will always
have a place. If nothing
else, it gives
photographers another
way to express
ourselves, just as
creative photography
does. However, as you
will see in this article,
there is more to
monochrome than just
another variation in photography.
Toni Potter of the Photography Society of
America (PSA) offers this definition:
“‘Monochrome Photography’ is pictures in
black and white, or single-toned pictures. It
is a most creative medium often able to
express subtle emphasis of mood and

~RL Caron

2nd Tri-Annual Competition

The Florida Camera Club
Council's 2nd Tri-Annual
competitions in both the print and
digital divisions were a resounding success...
(Continued on pg 15)

z

feeling. It is about expression more than
simply representation.” (italics added)
If you have
viewed
monochrome
photography
as a harsh
medium best
used to
express reality,
the above
definition may
come as quite
a surprise.
Let’s look at how monochrome can be used
to convey mood and feeling...
Continued on pg. 4
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From the desk of the Executive Director
By Eric Hansen

The Florida Camera Club Council continues to provide its member clubs with a variety of programs and competitions.
Our Print Division entries continue to grow with each competition. Carmen Schettino, our print division director is
expecting a record number of entrants from the membership for the third triannual, which is underway now through
Oct. 20th. The Digital Division headed by Larry Richardson will end on Oct 30th. Any interested members needs to
upload their images by the deadlines. This will be the last opportunity to have images eligible for the "end of year"
competition.
We are fortunate to have DPI-SIG Naples Digital Photography Club step up to the plate once again and agree to host
the next convention. Tentatively scheduled for March 13-15, 2015 at the Edison College Campus in Naples. Don
Fischer, a member of DPI-SIG will be the conference chairperson. More information will be forthcoming. Stay tuned to
the website.
Please take time to welcome our new Board of Directors, headed by our new president Ron Perkins. Names and
contact info are located on the website under the "About Us" tab and on the last page of this newsletter.
The website has been restructured for ease of use. If your club has its own website, please place a link to www.f3c.org
on your site. Also follow us on facebook at:
https://www.facebook.com/FloridaCameraClubCouncil
If you haven't already done so, go to the website and register. The benefits are multiple. You will automatically get the
quarterly newsletter. You will have access to our sponsors that offer discounts. You will be able to enter your images in
the three tri-annual competitions. You will be able to use the forums to ask questions and get answers to most
photographic questions. You can also buy and sell used equipment. And, you can communicate directly with other
members from your club and other clubs.
The F3C is a not-for-profit organization. We fund our programs primarily with the proceeds of the annual conference.
The minimal dues that each club pays annually does not cover the cost of day-to-day operations. One of the
alternatives is the sponsorships that we have on the website. We have a select group of sponsors that offer discounts
and special pricing for our members. Check the ads on the website before you pay full price for these items elsewhere.
It's a win-win-win situation, you get a deal and the sponsor gets a quality customer..... and the F3C doesn't have to
increase its membership dues.
As always my virtual door is always open. If you have any question's, comments, concerns, feel free to contact me at:

Eric Hansen, Executive Director
Florida Camera Club Council
director@f3c.org
1-800-891-3258

! FCCC!
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Message from the FCCC
President
By Ron Perkins

You elected a relatively new photographer to be the FCCC President!
Four years ago, I moved to Naples, FL to retire and noticed an article in the Naples News
about an FCCC Photo Conference to be held the following weekend at Edison College,
November 7th,2010. With a retirement camera (Nikon D-80), fresh out of the box, I arrived on campus, registered with Betty
Saunders, (who sold me a membership in DPI-SIG, whatever that was) and boarded a bus for a Conference Outing at the
Naples Botanical Gardens.. A guy with a gigantic lens at the front of the bus stood up and spoke the entire time. People were
hanging onto his every word, even though he wasn’t Jim White, the trip leader. This Artie guy seemed to be recognized as
someone who knew a great deal about photography. Only after he told me to throw my Nikon equipment in the lake, did I
learn that he had a connection with Canon. After watching Artie Morris shoot flowers and ducks for 3 hours, teach in four
back-to-back FCCC classroom sessions, debate photography with Clyde Butcher, I was hooked on a new hobby!
That one newspaper article and first FCCC Convention, resulted in my:
• Spending four evenings this year watching the stars from 8 pm to after2 am.
• Photographing at Naples Pier from 3 AM to sunrise,
• Being within 10 feet of several 1000 pound black bears (no fence) in MN and 25 feet from huge moose in NH and
living to show my photos.
• Attending a NANPA (North American Nature Photography Association) Summit Convention, and two of their Regional
Conferences in Maine and Florida.
• Traveling to Callaway Gardens, Jekyll Island, Smoky Mts., Arcadia National Park, Mt. Rainier, Northern Italy, San Juan
Islands etc.
• Hiking 4 miles into the Everglades to photograph alligator, otter, birds, and snakes, without being bitten,
• Taking courses from Peggy Faran, Joe Fitzpatrick, Carmen Schettino, Christine Cook, Bill Lea, Bill Coakley, Artie
Morris, etc.
• Learning how to use a camera with too many buttons! Still don't know what some of them do. What is "rear focus?"
• Meeting such wonderful and generous photographers at DPI-SIG, Fort Myers Camera Club, Understanding
Photography, the FCCC, etc. – everyone willing to share their knowledge.
• Spending hundreds of hours enhancing my photos using Lightroom so that they are equivalent to a point and shoot
image!
• Winning a Ribbon.
• Spending several fortunes on photographic equipment.
• Being Appointed DPI-SIG Outing Director and now the FCCC President
The effect of one newspaper article and one 2010 FCCC Photo Conference is totally amazing!!!
Ron
===================================================
As President of the FCCC I have two goals:
First: To help simplify the FCCC Website so that I can more easily upload my photos and find information.
Second: To help organize a successful 2015 FCCC Photo Convention with another newspaper article!

! FCCC!
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Magnificent Monochrome
By Christine Cook
(Continued from pg 1)

Christine Cook is a member of DPI-SIG Camera Club of Naples, F3C Rep
and Director of the DPI-SIG Women's Workshop which focuses on a
creative and artistic approach to photography and welcomes all members.
She can be reached at cliffchristine@gmail.com
Let’s look at how monochrome can be used to convey mood and feeling.

WHEN TO USE MONOCHROME
Use monochrome when you want to eliminate the distraction of color in order to focus on elements of texture, shape, line,
pattern, light and/or expression. So when you’re looking for a monochrome subject, you might look for contrast in lines,
textures and tone as illustrated in the look and feel of “Ancient Fortress”. (In this image, I used a shade of sepia to fortify the
sense of antiquity.)

Continued on next page
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Magnificent Monochrome - Continued from previous page

FOCUS ON TEXTURE
Several different textures can be appreciated in this image by Steve Teran in the Yiddish words, rabbi’s hands and beard
lending a feel of depth and solemnity. The solid dark areas of the image offer separation between the textures and set them
off beautifully.

SHAPE AND FORM
Silhouettes are by definition monochromatic and can draw the viewer’s attention to shape. However a feeling of depth and dimension in form
can also be achieved using mono. Rosie Cabrera gives us the opportunity to enjoy the intimate feel and look of a flame in her mono version
of candles.

Continued on next page
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Magnificent Monochrome - Continued from previous page

LINE
Lines can be vertical, horizontal, diagonal or converging. We are visually struck by the power of the vertical and diagonal reach in Mike
Mosher’s building.

Suzanne Schwartzman offers three different types of lines in her “Corfu Church Entrance,” all set off powerfully by back lighting perhaps
conveying a message of invitation and a promise of privacy.

Continued on next page
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Magnificent Monochrome - Continued from previous page

PATTERN
Joe Parisi’s “Torture Cell” is a study in pattern. The checkerboard floor draws the eye in. The abrupt break in pattern that the bed provides
forces you to pause where you may contemplate the lonely victim. Then the eye travels up to the leaded windows which may offer some
shred of hope. If this were in color, the stained glass might have dominated and not served the message of human suffering as well.

LIGHT
Light is an essential component in all monochrome photography, but at times, it can be the heart and soul of the image as in Sarah
Chatham’s “Way Past Vintage”. Light emphasizes the wavering lines of the shingles as they slowly sink toward the earth.

Continued on next page
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Magnificent Monochrome - Continued from previous page

EXPRESSION
In this portrait of a panther by Jennifer Semro, intensity of expression is captured in the focused stare and backward lean of the ears.
Conversely, Sonny Saunders captures the majestic serenity of his lion with soft eyes and relaxed posture.

Continued on next page
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Magnificent Monochrome - Continued from previous page

WHEN NOT TO USE MONOCHROME
Sometimes it helps to explain an idea by illustrating when it works and when it does NOT work. This is one of those times. My “Fort at
Sunrise” really takes advantage of color, especially the way the golden light plays on the clouds, the tower and even the railing which creates
a strong leading line into the scene. The image wouldn’t be bad in black and white, but in color, I think it’s fairly delicious, like butterscotch
syrup!

Landscape can be great in monochrome as evidenced by Ansel Adams’ and Clyde Butcher’s work and Marc Szczesny Pumarada’s
“Fakahatchee Strand Preserve” shown here.

Continued on next page
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Magnificent Monochrome - Continued from previous page

WHEN NOT TO USE MONOCHROME
However, in my mountainscape with the abandoned shack in the foreground, I think color is a big factor in its success. In mono, the shack
looks like an annoying blob in the corner. In color, the image really comes together as the amber and blue hues of the shack are repeated in
the hills and mountains behind it.

HOW TO SHOOT IN MONOCHROME
Should I shoot in Black and White or should I use color and convert? That is the question!
Let me give you some information and you can decide for yourself.
Shooting in color gives you a greater range of tone because color inherently has a wider tonal range. Each color in your image offers
hundreds of tones that you can play with whereas black, white and gray shades are much more limited. So use your conversion programs
and move those sliders around in each color and watch how your image changes.
You may want to shoot in black and white to train your eye to see in black and white, which is a great idea. If you shoot in RAW, set the
Picture Style for Monochrome and the Quality for both RAW and jpg. The camera’s display will show in black and white which can train your
eye to see in monochrome. But you’ll still have the wide tonal range in the RAW color image to play with. Check your owner’s manual for
instructions on your camera.
Closing Comments
Sure you can save a color photo that isn’t working by converting to monochrome, especially if the light is lackluster or harsh. It may be a
starting place for you. But eventually, become more purposeful in your use of monochrome. When you want to emphasize texture, light, line
and form and convey a mood or feeling, shoot for monochrome!

! FCCC!
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Elements to Make a Blue Ribbon Print
By Carmen Schettino

Impact, Creativity, Lighting, Composition, Print Presentation, Color Balance, Center of Interest, Subject Matter, Print Quality,
Technique and Story Telling.
Keep in mind when the judge is scoring your image they have about 15 - 25 seconds to come up with a score. Don't confuse
them with a busy background or the lack of a main subject. If the main subject is a flower it should have directional lighting
coming from the back or from the side.

This should be a guide for any subject you photograph, a bird, a water fall, and even a person. See illustrations.

Continued on next page
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Elements to Make a Blue Ribbon Print - Continued from previous page

If you are photographing a person, there are basic light patterns that should appear on the face.

These were created to give shape and character to the subject. The lighting should be natural and either slim or widen the
face and body as needed.

We see a lot of grandchildren images that are cute but they have clothing that is too busy or the wrong color to go with the
background.

Continued on next page
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Elements to Make a Blue Ribbon Print - Continued from previous page

If it is a portrait the main interest should go to the mask of the face. As a photographer for over 30 years I realized how
important the understanding of lighting a face is to all photography. If you know how to balance the highlight and the
shadows on the face you can apply this to everything you shoot.

Make sure you present a finished piece of art when entering a competition. Put the image on a background with a border of
an inch or so and use a stroke line to separate the image. Eighty per cent of the time black is good. If the image is light and
airy you can use a white or light background. Make sure the background in not distracting.
Attending a judging is a great learning experience.

! FCCC!
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Let's return to the true
meaning of "pro"
By RL Caron
In team sports, the term "pro" is conveyed on a player after an elaborate selection process
intended to identify and isolate superior skills that lead to prestige and high economic
rewards. However in photography, anyone can call him or herself a pro -- after selling only
one print for a buck! It follows that one cannot always spot 'pros' by looking at their
photos.
I'm hardly suggesting those who take on the 'professional' designation don't know what
they are doing or fail to live up to their level of compensation. Most would not be in business without
delivering value to their market, likely a very narrow one.
Let's not, however, confuse 'pro' with 'superbly artistic photos 100% of the time.' What of a forensic crime scene
photographer who is paid for capturing very useful and accurate photos for law enforcement purposes? Where are the
leading lines, the shallow depth of field, or the perfectly square perspectives? Color rendering, creativity, or great lighting?
How is this admittedly professional photographer a threat to aspiring amateurs getting their feet wet in club competitions?
Photographers who shoot school class photos, work for a newspaper, or take mugshots all day at the DMV are all 'pros' by
definition. But a creative threat to dedicated amateurs? I don't believe so.
Perhaps Florida is exceptional with respect to so-called amateur or hobbyist photographers -- people who shoot for the
pleasure of the experience rather than income. As one who managed the digital statewide competition for F3C for a couple of
years, I can say with confidence that if one is presented a truly outstanding example of great photography, it's very likely from
someone who is not a pro in the economic sense of the term.
Photography has always been a unique blend of art and craft. In the film days, being a chemistry whiz gave one the edge.
Today, we largely employ the same skills up through the point of capture, but the advantage now accrues to those adept at
polishing those digital captures in the computer-dominated post process.
With rapid advances to both hardware and software, there's never been a more fortunate time to be involved in photography.
Cameras are becoming lighter and simpler to operate in parallel with dazzlingly capable software such as Lightroom 5 and
Photoshop CC. Either is fully capable of an unprecedented amount of creative control -- and even more so used in tandem.
Add a suite of plug-in filters -- also increasing in sophistication so rapidly it's difficult to keep up -- and you too will be
grasping for a word other than 'pro' to describe advanced levels of accomplishment witnessed daily in digital photography.

RL Caron
DPI-SIG, Naples
Daily photo blog: http://rlcaronblog.com

RLCaron Photographic Services
8805 Tamiami Trail North #127
Naples FL 34108
239-825-5635

http://rlcaron.com
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2rd Tri-Annual Competition

The Florida Camera Club Council's 2nd Tri-Annual competitions in both the print and digital divisions were a
resounding success.
In the digital division we had 665 images entered.
In the print division we had 176 images entered.
A sampling of some of our ribbon winners are shown on the following pages.
Congratulations to all the ribbon winners in both divisions.

TWIN DANCERS BY CHUCK MILBER

NAMIB DESERT SCULPTURE BY LIZ CANTARINE

BOYNTON BEACH CAMERA CLUB

LAKEWOOD RANCH DIGITAL PHOTO CLUB

CLASS A COLOR - BLUE RIBBON

CLASS B COLOR - BLUE RIBBON

On this page...

A sampling of Blue Ribbon Winners
the 2nd Tri-Annual Digital
Competition.

GHOST STORKS BY CHERYL SLECHTA
NORTH FLORIDA CAMERA CLUB
CLASS B CREATIVE – BLUE RIBBON

! FCCC!
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2nd Tri-Annual Competition

HUMPTY’S NEW PROBLEM BY JERRY BIDDLECOM
PINES WEST CAMERA CLUB
CLASS A CREATIVE - BLUE RIBBON

CHARLIE SEPIA BY DIANE PATTIE
THE VILLAGES PHOTOGRAPHY CLUB
CLASS B MONO - BLUE RIBBON

On this page...

A sampling of Blue Ribbon Winners
the 2nd Tri-Annual Digital
Competition.

N.Y.C. BY CHUCK MILBER
BOYNTON BEACH CAMERA CLUB
CLASS A MONO – BLUE RIBBON
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M&M Photo Tours, Inc., a leading photo tour company based in South Jordan, Utah offers photo tours and workshops
around the world and through several US National Parks. M&M often has world-class guest pros on their tours to supplement
the instruction and skill of the M&M teaching pros. This provides an avenue for photographers to shoot with some of the best
photographers in the world while having all travel concerns taken care of in advance.

M&M Photo Tours, Inc. is completing another record year - both in terms of guests served and tours completed. We have a
global reach at a value that NO other photo tour company can touch.

Our international tours are all-inclusive (all meals, all lodging, intl RT economy airfare - can upgrade to business by cost cost
difference, all inter-country/intra-country flights if any, all ground transport, all entrance fees, all guides, and more) meaning all
you have to do is show up and shoot. The time in the field and the shooting opportunities are unrivaled.

In 2014 we have awesome trips scheduled to Scotland, Croatia & Slovenia, Tuscany, Japan, Machu Picchu, China, Indochina
(Laos, Vietnam & Cambodia), North India & Nepal, Alaska for bears & Eagles, as well as our usual National Parks tours of
Yellowstone, Teton, Zions, Bryce, Arches, and Canyonlands and more.

We hope to have you join us - remember there are great discounts for camera club friends traveling together!
M&M Photo Tours, Inc.
Mike Gulbraa
mikeg@mmphototours.com
801-652-9316
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Please be sure to visit our sponsors on the web:
Hunt’s Photo & Video • LensPro To Go • M & M Photo Tours
Everglades Area Tours • Peachtree Camera Repair
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Ron Perkins president@f3c.org
Sonny Saunders vice-president@f3c.org

Secretary

Betty Saunders secretary@f3c.org

Treasurer

Marcel Seamples treasurer@f3c.org

Awards Director

Rosie Cabrera awards@f3c.org

Digital Competition Director

Larry Richardson digital@f3c.org

Print Competition Director

Carmen Schettino print@f3c.org

Membership Director

Eric Hansen membership@f3c.org

Librarian

Sonny Saunders librarian@f3c.org

FCCC Past-President
Northern FL Area Rep.

! FCCC!

Eric Hansen director@f3c.org

Sonny Saunders pastpresident@f3c.org
J. Scott Kelly northernrep@f3c.org

Southeast FL Area Rep.

Herb Kammer southeastrep@f3c.org

Southwest FL Area Rep.

Nancy Springer southwestrep@f3c.org
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